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PDF | The RMG sector of Bangladesh has experienced disputes and violent This study explores the reasons for recent
unrest in the garment sector. In the age of knowledge economy and changing business environment, . adversely affect
competitiveness of Bangladeshi garment in the world market (Robbani ). 4.

Later the problem of unrest was resolved for a brief period of one month when the missing Salman reappeared.
Sometimes workers forget to carry the identity cards. But again the unrest started at the area despite repeated
negotiating sessions among the workers, their leaders, government high-ups and the owners. The government
should keep eyes on such business dynamics worldwide and should take actions accordingly so that
Bangladesh can also take a big pie from the trade deals. Causes for the latest incidence of unrest in Ashulia
The latest unrest in Ashulia started from a rumour of death of a worker named Salman at a unit of Ha-Meem
Group in May  Apart from jhut trading, locally influential people engage in clash to win the bids for supplying
daily meals, breads and banana to the workers at factories. Floor managers demand a quick delivery of works
from the operators, but it might not be always possible. The government should substantially help produce
skilled workers. If India, a developing country, also enjoys the same facility in the same market, Bangladesh
will not be able to compete. They use workers to establish their supremacy locally. Arrears Workers clash with
the management for arrear salary and bonuses especially during the Eid festivals. Amran Hossain Checking at
entry point and identity cards Some severe labour unrest took place during checking the workers at the entry
point of garment factories by the security guards. Pay hike and discrimination in grades Incidents of unrest in
November were only triggered by discrimination in salary hike and changes in grades. But mid-level tailors
said their rise was paltry and failed to reflect the rising costs of living, especially in housing. A section of
workers started demonstration when the experienced and old workers were graded properly. Shafiqul Alam In
spite of all the success stories, the garment sector is jolted with volatility. During the recent unrest in Ashulia,
many questioned the roles played by the newly introduced industrial police. In such cases guards do not allow
them to enter the factory. Many senior workers or operators did not get the salary at the proper grades
although the minimum wage was implemented since that month. Maintaining higher export growth every year,
now the sector is the largest contributor not only to overseas trade but also to the national economy. For
example, prices of four eggs are Tk 40, which only five months ago were Tk  The misbehaviour of the
mid-level management is also responsible for unrest at the factories in Ashulia. The situation in salary
disbursement has improved a lot as managements are now handling it professionally and have enhanced the
compliances at factory level. The unrest continued and at one stage workers started demanding salary hike to
cover for their higher house rent. The distance between Ashulia bridge and Baipail will be three kilometres but
the number of factories in such a small area is more than , employing thousands of workers. Generally, people
say the over density of factories and workers is the major cause for unrest in Ashulia. Fear of job loss
Sometimes workers, in fear of losing their jobs, engage in vandalism. Primarily, the unrest started from a
rumour of a death of a storekeeper at Ha-Meem Group in May  They fear job loss for their misbehaviour with
the seniors or if they are identified in any kind of violence. When any kind of violence takes place at the
factories, the managements and the local police file cases against hundreds of workers and the workers' leaders
without mentioning their names. Similarly, prices of almost all commodities have increased. Previously jhut
was a waste product of the garment factory but now it has become a by-product for its commercial value.
Currently, 3. Therefore, it will be more enlightening to elaborate on the other real causes of unrest which are
often kept out of public view. Port efficiency should be enhanced and the government must improve the
infrastructures. Provocation by locally influential people and international conspirators and some NGOs Local
influential people play a vital role in the sector. Police said water cannon and tear gas were fired on Sunday to
disperse huge crowds of striking factory workers in Savar, a garment hub just outside the capital, Dhaka. The
multi-billion dollar worth garment sector has reached the current stage after a long struggle as Bangladesh
does not produce the majority of its raw materials. Without serving any prior notice to the workers, they shut
down the production units. Many factories were vandalised for such wrong calculations in sweater factories.


